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Dear Bill
I have taken the liberty of reading the script of
your lecture to the Marine Corps Schools and am glad I

~"1('

I can 'u6d:er-stztn-O why it was so enthusiastically re-

did.

It is most entertaining as well as informative

ceived

and I can see a benefit from having Marine Corps personnel
so favorable impressed with our types of work.

p:t~:-N.J. ~f>v

I could

not however, ..,.&ht' making a security appraisalof-tke ~obt"'-<""...\.t.. ~

(~tv~. ;~-45 ~ ~v-~~~

As I have told you before I feel that existing rules
do not satisfy such a need and therefore I have the personal dilemma of choosing between instinct and logic.
'
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I

dissatisfied with instinct because it 1s inadequate for

action and I have a hard time

~t~::i;:~o

be logical

In this case I feel that I must make the choice of attempting to be logical.

I assume the lecture is to be presented

again largely as now written and to an unindoctrinated but
TOP SECRET audience.

My question is whether CODEWORD
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information is involved.
I interpret the logic behind CODEWORD usage to be that
it invokes indoctrination and a stricter than average application of

"need to know"

to protect COMINT activities

agahst such specific foreign COMSEC actions or new COMSEC
concerns as may be stimulated bf disclosures of information.
I feel that your lecture includes an abundance of material
~hat

would prdably stimulate to some degree any complacent

or inactive COMSEC organization} particularly if delivered
direct, but would have no effect on an alert and active
COMSEC organization or one incapable of sophisticated
•

response.

Moreove;, I feel that the specific nature of

the informat1on would probably have disappeared by the

~

time it might possibly beAdisclosed by any of your
Therefor~!

audie~ce.

have no personal pang of conscience in Judging

that none of the substance

shoul~

CODEWORD

2

logically be considered
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There is a further consideratio./'howeve_:;in the fact
that DCID Mo. 6/3 prescribes

that types of information

~r.-111'11
which "Indicatet a sophist1catedl\.technique"
bear a codeword

This

~s

IQ

Iii must

a rule which 1s explicit and which

causes me to urge you to damp out el'l!e Bf your references
to the more modern practices of NSA.

I feel too that a

~~~JiJf>~~

classification of TOP SECRETAwould be more appropriate
!

t

I

("
than SECRET, thus assuring some additional protection.
Please discuss this matter with me if I have caused
you difficulty.
Glad to see you back home.
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